
Driving directions to Khaosan Atami 

Directions to Khaosan Atami from Google Maps or other navigation programs are incorrect. 

First go to Atami station. Atami station will be our starting point. 

 
１．Go through the traffic circle in front of the station 

	  

Traffic  circle  

熱海駅（JR  Atami  Sta.）  



２．Exit the traffic circle. 

 
３．After exiting the traffic circle take a left. 

 
４．You will start to climb a slight hill. 

 



 
５．At the 3 way intersection there will be a bus station on the left and a small police station in front of you (the building 

with KOBAN written on it). Take a right at the police station. 

 
６．Toyoko Inn will be on your right. Continue past it. 

Police(KOBAN)  

東横イン(Toyoko  Inn)  



	  

７．At the next intersection Google maps and other navigation programs will tell you to turn right and go downhill  

towards the ocean. These directions are incorrect. Take a left and start climbing the hill. 

	 	 

８．Continue uphill. 

	 

日産レンタカーさん  



 

９．Continue straight, passing by a large white resort/apartment building.  

 
１０．At the next intersection follow the sign that says MOA by taking a right. Be sure to fully stop  

at the intersection. Many cars pass by and it is very hard to see them coming. 



	  
１１．Continue uphill to the next intersection. At this intersection there will be signs as shown in the picture.  

 
１２．One of these signs is for Khaosan Atami. Take a right. Be sure to check the street mirror on  

the right side to check for other cars or people. Cars coming down this hill are hard to see.  

Even after your turn it is hard to see, use caution.  

	 

１３．You will pass by some apartments and other businesses. Khaosan Atami is located at the end of the road.  
Congratulations on not falling into Google Maps trap and arriving safely! 

Welcome  to  

Khaosan  Atami!!!  


